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Daily Dragon
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Daily’s Got Talent

We would first like to thank the
participants for being part of the talent show.
Congratulations to Lily Keshishyan for first
place, Danny Oh and Jason Vergara for second
place, and Alejandro Ortega for third place!
The Daily’s Got Talent was held on February
15, 2018 during sixth period. The talent show
was created to recognize our Daily students’
awesome talents. These students only had two
weeks to prepare for their acts and managed to
perform flawlessly.
As students walked into the auditorium they
were able to get a look at the visual art from
design and graphic design classes in
the lobby. Each student displayed
their talents with such vigor that it
was extremely close decision to
choose the first place winning act.
Danny Oh and Jason Vergara were
off by just two points for first place.
Mr. Marlow and his guitar class had a
wonderful performance with their
interactive song. Dion
Vartanian,Vivian Perry-Wilson and

Alejandro Ortega,
performed on guitar
while Carlos Flores
performed on flute.
The beautiful singing
from Lily Keshishyan
left the crowd in awe. Danny and Jason hyped
everyone up again when they performed their
dance routine. Before the tryouts, Danny and
Jason did not want just one song, so Jason
decided to make the song himself, making their
performance even more original. The Funky
Duo took the stage with Sevada Ghazaryan’s
wacky punchlines where he and Jaime Monge
finished off with a
hilarious dance.
Daily would like to
congratulate Mrs. Jenny
for being with this school
for 9 years. The Students
wish her a
happy retirement. Mrs. Jenny has
been supporting Daily from the
office every day by guiding
students, parents, and faculty
alike. This is the first high school
event at Daily, in a long time and
the audience acted marvelously
enjoying the show. With future
support from students and teachers, Daily might
be able to have this talent show annually. By:

Russell Munoz

Students Of The Month
By: Alejandra Orantes

Students of the month work hard to keep up their grades and overcome any obstacles
that might stop them from succeeding. The following students have been honored as
students of the month, for their great efforts and outstanding behavior.

December:
Danny Euijin Oh: Danny Oh is seventeen years old and currently in
twelfth grade. He was born in Korea and came to the United States when he
was around eight years old. He has attended GUSD since Fourth grade and
has been attending Daily High School since his Junior year. He is
self-motivated because he wants to earn a high GPA. He is also inspired to
work hard by his older brother. The advice that Danny gives to other
students is to keep working hard because all the work is worth it and you
will receive what you put in. After high school, Danny is planning to start
his own fashion label business and expand it.

Julianne Chagolla: Julie is seventeen years old and currently in

twelfth grade. She was born in Glendale, California. Julie has
attended GUSD since kindergarten. She has been attending Daily
High School since her Junior year. Julie is inspired to do well in
school due to the fact that she messed up in her former school and
she had no choice, but to do better at Daily. The advice Julie gives to
other students is to keep doing your work even if you messed up at
your old school “So, get your work done and do what you got to do
to graduate high school”. After high school, she is planning to attend
college and study to be a nurse.

“ Success is to be measured not so much by the position that one
has reached in life as by the obstacles which he has overcome
while trying to succeed.”-Booker T. Washington

_______________________________________________________________________________________
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Comics

The Daily Tickle by Sevada Ghazaryan

___________________________________________________________________________________
Around Daily

The Daily Grind 

By Sevada Ghazaryan

The Daily Grind has been around for
fourteen years and is still around. There are
many students who wonder what the Daily
Grind is and where its base of operation is. It’s
operated by the culinary students who are under
the guidance of Mrs. Van. Mrs.Van has been
teaching at Daily for about ten years and loves
working at our school. Her class focuses on
teaching students skills for the workforce. They
learn skills and attitudes that allow workers to
understand instructions, solve problems and get
along with co-workers and customers.
The
students don’t
immediately
operate the

Daily Grind, there are steps that are needed to
be taken first. Continued to pg 3.
From pg 2
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The students need to learn about safety and
Sometimes it could take a while to decide on
sanitation, identifying kitchen tools, kitchen
food items. Still, the food item has to follow
math, how to make the recipes, and most
Ms.Van’s guidelines. If she doesn't agree or she
importantly how to operate the Daily Grind.
thinks it will be too difficult, it won’t be
When preparing for the Daily Grind, students
featured on the menu.
need to know kitchen techniques and how to
For those that are interested and are
operate the business. It doesn’t stop there, the
planning on taking culinary next trimester, it’s
students also learn how to take a customer’s
best to take the period’s three and four for
order, learn to make a variety of beverages, and
learning the basics of the restaurant industry. In
how to clean.
my opinion, those periods are easier to take is
Some people were wondering how
that it is not so chaotic. For those that think that
Mrs.Van came up with the prices for the Daily
their culinary skills are optimal and want a
Grind. The original teacher that took the first
challenge, then they should consider taking
step to start Bistro came up with all the prices.
period’s one and two, where they make the
In the beginning, Mrs.Van changed the prices,
slightly more complex recipes. In the end,
but complaints from customers made her
working in the Daily Grind can be really
reconsider. Another reason for changing back
exciting and you get to have an awesome
the prices was the fact that she wanted her
culinary teacher supervising you, who even
students to learn how to run a business and earn
teaches her students life lessons as well.
experience, but without customers, they
wouldn’t learn much.
The most students Mrs.Van can have in a
class is fourteen. The minimum number of
students needed to run the Daily Grind is
twelve. If occupants go over the limit, then it
can be a dangerous hazard in the kitchen.
For those that think they can get into her
class and just slack up, they are deeply
mistaken. Mrs. Van will give you work to do,
even it means organizing the bowls or cleaning
tight spaces in the kitchen. For others that think
the class might be calm and gentle, its far from
that as well. The class can be busy and chaotic
but in an encouraging way.
The menu theme of the week is decided
by the students who run the Daily Grind. Each
week the students vote on a theme and decide
the meals and sweets they’re going to sell.
___________________________________________________________________
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Lifestyle

Technology: Scholly
By Sevada Ghazaryan

Scholly is an miracle app for students because it
helps them to find scholarships. Scholly was
actually invented by a Drexel University
student of the name Christopher Gray. Gray
grew up in a single parent home and was a
bright boy who wanted to achieve great things,
but wasn’t given the right opportunities. Over
the years he created a special app called
Scholly. The app lets any student find the
scholarship’s they want. Unlike the fruitless
efforts of searching
online for a
scholarship,
Scholly organizes
all the most recent
scholarships that
apply to one’s
major, so instead of
looking up
scholarships on
google that may not
be still available, it
will always update
the status of the
scholarship and
will notify the user
if they are still eligible. The app has a huge
variety of majors that you can choose to apply

for

and even totals the amount of money you would
earn if you get the scholarship. The best thing
about Scholly is how convenient it is for
students. Many teens are constantly on their
phones, wasting time on social media and
sometimes can be too lazy to go on the
computer and research. In other words, it gives
teens the incentive to do research the
scholarships they want. People that are
interested in purchasing the app will be happy
to know that it’s available for Android and
Apple for a price of $2.99 a month. You can
use a credit card, but if you don’t have one, you
can always use Paypal. Scholly is a wonderful
app for every student especially for those that
have the skills and knowledge, but can’t afford
college.
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Impact on Today’s Media
By Lauryn Marcucci
The Echo Dot, also known as Alexa, was created by
Amazon and has drastically impacted today's generation. Alexa
is able to connect to one’s headphones or speakers through
bluetooth and is capable of providing information on news,
sports, weather and much more.According to Amazon, “Alexa
lives in the cloud so it’s always getting smarter and updated
automatically. The more you talk to Alexa, the more it adapts to
your speech patterns, vocabulary and personal preference.”
Being a hands- free device, it’s perfect for the busy lifestyle of
today and who wouldn't want this hot device? As of September
2017, Amazon had more than 5,000 employees working on
Alexa and related products.“Part of Alexa’s success is
dependent on the several very sensitive microphones built into all Echo devices… Alexa always
listening and quick to respond”
It's a bit alarming how advanced The Echo Dot or also known as Alexa is, considering it’s
capability of collecting information from it’s user. It leaves some of us questioning, “Is my Echo Dot
spying on me?”
The Echo Dot will
know your taste
in music, any home
products you
connect to and even
what you would
put on your grocery
list. It will learn
to know all of thus
based on what
you instruct it to do.
“What sets Alexa
and Echo apart from
first- generations
voice assistant, is
responsiveness”,
Amazon states. Many
consumers are
buying Alexa without
giving a second
thought about it
recording
everything they say
for it function to
properly. Imagine
sitting at home
and talking to your
family about
information such as
medical history or their social security number and Alexa is recording it even when you don’t want it
to. Overall, concern over privacy doesn’t mean that consumers shouldn’t buy this product, but should
be aware of its new advances.
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Black History: Years of Unnoticed Changes
By Darwin Rodriguez
Michael Jackson who brought people of all
races together through their music. These are all
names we grew up hearing, these are names we
automatically think of when we think of the
African-American community.
One young lady by the name of Angie
Thomas chooses to follow the same path that
Langston Hughes followed and decided that she
would unite people through the power of her
words. Angie Thomas is the author of
the New York Times Best Selling
Since 1976, the United
novel, The Hate U Give. As stated
States began to observe the
on Goodreads, “Angie Thomas was
month of February as Black
born, raised, and still resides in
History or African-American
Jackson, Mississippi.” In an article
History month (History.com).
about Ms. Thomas, History.com
We have a month dedicated to
stated that “When she was six years
old, Thomas witnessed a shootout,
the impressive achievements
the day after the incident, her mother
African-Americans have brought
took her to the library to show her
to fruition. Achievements that
that the world wasn't all like what she
have impacted not only the
saw then, and this inspired her to
African American culture and
begin writing.” Witnessing a
community, but also other
shootout can scar a child. However,
minorities and the United States
thanks to her mother’s actions, she
took that traumatic event and turned
as a whole. These people are
it into a career that allows her to
both men and women whose
impact the lives of others.
impact has come from platforms
In conclusion, African-American
from music and the arts, to
authors, artist, producers, rappers
Congress and politics. The same
have impacted the lives of people
people that made an impact in the
from every different color, ethnicity
and socio-economic background.The month of
past paved the way for others to make a
February allows us to recognize the impact they
difference. These people left ripples of courage
have made. It allows us to and fall in love with
and unity among other impacts that still last in
the culture.
our nation today.
The African American community has
become more and more unified as time has
passed. People like Martin Luther King Jr. who
brought people of all races together through his
peaceful protest. People like Prince and
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______________________________________________________________________________
ASB Happenings

ASB Trimester II Activities
By Alina Cebreros

ASB had some very active students in their class. Anyone at Daily can tell you that ASB is
infamous for their candle variation. ASB’s Trimester II President was Althea Lumagui and the Vice
President was Ashley Martinez. Arin Davoodian was the secretary. Catherine Montes, Erika Leyva,
Maryam Boktor, Uziel Hernandez, Raffi Jerahian, Seline Mehdikhani, and Ethan Vinarao made and
sold candles. They tried to reach out to the community at the Montrose Farmer’s Market.
ASB participates in efforts to make Daily have a better student environment. ASB had a five day
giveaway activity. Teachers were given five tickets to give to students every time they did something
from the heart. The student who received the ticket were told to write their name on it and then take the
ticket and put it in a box in the office. ASB would pick a ticket the next day and rewarded the student
with a gift. ASB students snapped pictures of students with their treats and put it on a board in front of
the ASB classroom.
ASB also did a charity service where they gave teachers empty water bottles. Students from each
class could put loose change such as pennies, nickels, dimes, and quarters in the water bottles. Once the
water bottles were full they took the money and give it to the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society. We
would like to thank Mrs. Alarcon for her years of service as ASB Advisor and welcome Mrs. Carrasco
as the advisor for the third trimester. We will introduce the new Trimester III ASB in our next edition.
______________________________________________________________________________
Teacher Showcase

Teaching is Coaching for Mr. Stark
By Russell Munoz
Mr. Stark has be been teaching at Daily High School since
1985, for a total of 33 years. He attended Westminster College as
an athlete with a scholarship for football. Mr. Stark began training
for his teaching credentials as a secondary educator.Over the years
Mr. Stark has taught a variety of classes such as physical education,
health, U.S. and World history. So far one of his favorite changes
over the years has seen is the addition of support members to
Daily's staff, like Ms. Maria.
In addition to teaching at Daily, Mr. Stark had been
coaching college football at Glendale Community College since
1985, thanks to Mr. Stark’s football experience from Westminster
College. Currently, he is no longer coaching but does help advies their coaching staff. When we asked
if he has been an influence to any of the students over the years, he said that he tries to let students
know there's something more. Mr. Stark wanted to show his students there was more in life than
following the same cycle which brought them to Daily. Continued to pg 8.
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From page 7.
At the beginning of his career, when Daily was located in the old bungalows, he was a teacher
for special education classes. Before our new campus opened in 2001, Mr. Stark remembers when the
classrooms at Daily were not made out of cinder block walls and the students felt like they were not in
an appropriate school environment. After, Daily became a more premanent school. Mr. Stark has seen
many changes and principals come through Daily, like when Daily has a north campus in La Crescenta.
Through all of the changes, one thing remains consistent, Mr. Stark is the heart of Daily High School.
______________________________________________________________________________
Community Corner

Japan: A Exotic Place With Much to be Understood

The Land of the Rising Sun  A place of wonder for many, and a dream location to visit for

vacationists all over the world. Japan is full of wondrous beauty, and grand exoticness in both society,
and culture. Many say Japan is simply strange and uncanny compared to the rest of the world, but for
the people who actually live in Nihon-Koku (Japan in their native tongue) culture is simple, yet elegant,
and important for one in order to properly live a happy life. Japanese citizens follow strict ways of
living, one of which is something we often take for granted and that is privacy. Privacy is a strict, and a
very big thing in Japan. It’s a serious topic in their culture, to the point that there are laws prohibiting
photos in certain areas of Japan. Also taking photos of others without consent is a violation of their
privacy. For example, it’s such a big deal that newsletter “Japan Today” wrote about a man being
arrested for simply taking a photo of a woman. A non perverted and “normal” photo to be exact.
However, privacy isn't the only thing that is a big part of Japanese culture.
One thing that has been rooted in their culture would be the commonly seen Japanese garment,
the Kimono. The Kimono is a dress/robe that is used in all matters of Japanese life. Contrary to popular
belief, Kimonos are not simply used by the rich or wealthy of Japan, and
instead are moderately used by people from all walks of life. Kimonos come
in many different varieties, each one used for a different purpose. For
example, ones with darker colors such as black or grey, that have simple or
no designs to them, are used during times of mourning. Ones with more
earthy tones and flowers adorned on them are used in public, or can be used
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when going out with a spouse or significant others for minor gatherings. While ones with vibrant colors
and patterns are used in celebrations, such as weddings. Kimonos have been used since the Heian
period, in the years between 794 b.c. through 1192 a.d. , which means that Kimonos have been around
for 1,224 years! Despite their high usage in the countryside, they are slowly being used less and less as
Japan becomes more and more modernized.
Another thing to to take note of is that Japanese food is not
simply just the stereotypical- fish, sushi, and noodles, but instead,
meals are rather varied in households and restaurants. For the most
part, Japanese people do consume large amounts of rice. They eat it
as less of a side and eat it as a huge part of their main course when it
comes to eating at restaurants. One other thing to know about
Japanese diets, is that many people eat rice not only with lunch and
dinner, but instead up to 5 or 6 times a day! Alongside this massive
consumption of rice many Japanese people eat many different variations of pork. From deep frying to
grilled and even boiled, pork is a main part of many Japanese lunches and dinners, most of which come
with multiple servings of rice, clams, and steamed vegetables.
If you do head to Japan, whether it is on vacation, or for the sake of actually moving there, it is
important to keep in mind that while Japanese culture can be beautiful and staggering, it is their
culture, not yours to appropriate and use. It is important to be polite and courteous to all citizens you
meet, because every little thing you do there shows what kind of person you are to them, and it shows
that American Gaijin (foreigners) can be trusted with their culture, as well as be mindful for their
behavior. We should also take responsibility for our actions we take while we’re in their home land.
___________________________________________________________________________________
Opinion

School Shootings All Around, Is Daily Safe?
By Malachi Clausell
On February 14, 2018, America had witnessed another tragic school shooting claiming the lives of 17
people at Stoneman Douglas High School, in Parkland Florida. This horrible event has left a bone
chilling image for people our age who experienced the terror of watching their friends die before their
eyes. The innocent victims who lost their lives to either sacrificing their own to save the life of another
or just minding their own business, trying to get an education, are gone for no reason. It has also
brought up the talk of gun control and regulations yet again and still nothing happens. Some people
might agree that lawmakers should make the ban of semi-automatic assault rifles used for warfare
regulations mandatory, however we have seen time and time again that congress does nothing to protect
American Citizens.
Eyebrows have been raised on gun regulations. What’s going to get done? How long is it going
to take? Will this happen again? Would it take yet another shooting to take action? Lawmakers and
congressmen are already on their feet to “make a change” and have discussions but it is just all talk and
no action. Actions speak louder than words, all this talk on gun control and armed school security isn't
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enough. The people want to see actual changes before another “copy cat” tries to pull something insane
like Parkland, Florida. The question is, how will Daily take action upon this dark moment in America's
history. Teachers and students like myself have been questioning how will we protect ourselves from a
intruder. Check out these images to see how open our school is. There are ways that any intruder can
enter very easily.

 What can Daily administration do, to protect their students and staff? Close gates, armed
staff? What can we do to make a change for our well-being? Is anything ever going to change?
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